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A hyper-star graphHS(n,k) provides a promising topology for interconnection networks
of parallel processing systems because it inherits the advantages of a hypercube and a star
graph. In this paper, wefocuson fault-tolerant routing in anHS(n,k) graphwith faulty
nodes andproposean algorithm to establish a fault-free path between a pair of non-faulty
nodes. The algorithm uses limited global information called routing capabilities.Though
routing capabilities were originally invented for a hypercube, we extend their notion so that
they can be applied to anHS(n,k) graph, which is asymmetric.We have proved that the
time complexity to calculate routing capabilities with respect to all the distances at each
node isO(n2). In addition, we present the results of a computer experiment to verify that
our algorithm attains high reachability to the destination nodes.
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1. Introduction

Recent research has proposedmany novel topologies for interconnection networks
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] as alternatives for simple topologies such as a ring, a mesh, a torus, a
hypercube [8], and so on. A hyper-star graphHS(n,k) [9] provides a such new topology.
Since a hyper-star graph and its variant, a folded hyper-star graph, inherit advantages of an
n-dimensional hypercube and an(n,k)-star graph, they have useful properties. For exam-
ple, each node in the graph is represented by a simplen-bit sequence instead of a permuta-
tion, and the graph can interconnect an arbitrary number of nodes making it incrementally
expandable. Hence, they have been studied extensively [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
In a massively parallel system, algorithms should be designed and developed presuming
the existence of faulty elements.Another advantage of the hyper-star graph is that its
useful properties are generally kept even if there are some faulty elements in the system.
Hence, we focusin this paperon fault-tolerant routing in a hyper-star graphHS(n,k) with
faulty nodes, and propose an adaptive fault-tolerant routing algorithm between non-faulty
nodes.

Optimalfault-tolerant routing is possible if each non-faulty node collects information
of all faulty nodes in the graph as global information. However, this approach is impracti-
cal because it requires space and time complexities whose orders are equal to the number
of nodes in the graph. On the other hand, if every non-faulty node collects the status of its
neighbor nodes only as local information for fault-tolerant routing, high reachability with
shorter paths cannot be expected. Hence,manyapproaches collect the compressed global
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information to attainahigh reachability with shorter paths. The information is referred to
as limited global information.

In the fault-tolerant routing based on the limited global information, to avoid the
message flooding, each non-faulty node exchanges fault information with its neighbor
nodes synchronously at the power-on state. The amount of faulty information and the
number of exchanges are, respectively, restricted to beO(1) and a polynomial order of
the degree.Each non-faulty node stores limited global information regarding its neighbor
nodes and uses it for fault-tolerant routing. However, the fault-tolerant routing algorithm
may cause infinite loops. Therefore, it is necessary to keep track of the number of mis-
routings and/or hops in each message to detect infinite loops.If a message cannot reach at
the destination node because of an infinite loop, the routing algorithm is switched to the
depth-first search (for example), which needs longer paths but ensures arrival to the des-
tination node. If the message cannot reach at the destination node even by the depth-first
search, the source node can conclude that the destination node is not connected.

For a hypercube, there are several fault-tolerant routing algorithms based on the lim-
ited global information. Chiu and Wu have proposed an efficient fault-tolerant routing
algorithm [19] by recursively classifying non-faulty nodes into safe, ordinary unsafe, and
strongly unsafe nodes depending on the classification of neighbor nodes. To improve the
algorithm by Chiu and Wu, Chiu and Chen introduced the routing capabilities obtained
by classifying the safety nodes with respect to the Hamming distances to the destination
nodes [20]. Wu has also proposed a similar fault-tolerant routing algorithm indepen-
dently by introducing safety vectors [21]. Moreover, Kaneko and Ito have proposed a
fault-tolerant routing algorithm based on classification of ordinary and strongly unsafe
nodes with respect to the Hamming distances as well as an efficient method to obtain
their classification [22].

For fault-tolerant routing in a star graph, Yeh et al. have proposed an algorithm based
on safety vectors to attain efficient fault-tolerant routing [23]. Since the routing in a star
graph is more complicated than that in a hypercube, the safety vectors on a star graph are
based on routing patterns while those on a hypercube are based on distances.

Though routing capabilities were originally invented for a hypercube [20], we extend
their notion in this paper to attain fault-tolerant routings of high reachability with shorter
paths in a generic non-regular hyper-star graph. For this purpose, we investigate new
relationship among the number of neighbor nodes, the distance to the destination node,
and the number of neighbor nodes on the shortest paths to the destination in a hyper-star
graph.We explain the details of routing capabilities anddiscussthe statistical results of
the computer experiments.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows.First, in Section 2, a definition of a
hyper-star graph is introduced with an example, and some properties are proved. Next, in
Section 3, we introduce a definition of routing capabilities and describe the fault-tolerant
routing algorithm based on them.Then, in Section 4, weexperimentallyverify the effec-
tiveness of our algorithm. Finally, in Section 5, wepresentconclusions anda suggestion
for future research.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we give a definition of a hyper-star graph and lemmas about its prop-
erties.
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Definition 1 (hyper-star graphHS(n,k)) In an HS(n,k) graph, each node is ann-bit se-
quence that containsk ‘1’ bits. There is an edge between two nodes,aaa andbbb (aaa,bbb ∈
V(HS(n,k))), if and only if a1 ̸= b1, a1 = bi , ai = b1 (i ≥ 2) anda j = b j (2≤ j (̸= i)≤ n).

Figure 1 shows an example ofHS(6,2) graphwhere a node(a1,a2, . . . ,a6) is ab-
breviated intoa1a2 . . .a6. Each node consists of 6 bits where exactly 2 bits of them are
equal to 1 and the remaining 4 bits are equal to 0. For example, the neighbor nodes ofthe
node(1,1,0,0,0,0) are obtained by exchange the first bit 1 with one of the other bits 0:
(0,1,1,0,0,0), (0,1,0,1,0,0), (0,1,0,0,1,0), and(0,1,0,0,0,1). On the other hand, the
neighbor nodes ofthenode(0,0,1,0,0,1) are(1,0,0,0,0,1) and(1,0,1,0,0,0). Hence,
anHS(6,2) graphis not regular.
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Fig. 1. An example of a hyper-star graphHS(6,2).

Table 1 shows comparison of a hyper-star graphHS(n,k) with a hypercubeQn, a
pancake graphPn, and a star graphSn. The cost of a topology is defined by the product
of its degree and its diameter. Let us compare the four topologies: anS20, a P20, an
HS(66,27), and aQ61 having a similar number of nodes. The number of nodes of anS20,
aP20, anHS(66,27), and aQ61 are 2.43×1018, 2.43×1018, 2.45×1018, and 2.31×1018

and the costs are, respectively, 532,≤665, 1458, and 3721. Hence, a star graph and a
pancake graph are the best topologies with costs, a hyper-star graph is the second best, and
a hypercube is the worst. However, a shortest-path routing algorithm of polynomial time
of n is not known so far with aPn. Though anSn has a shortest-path routing algorithm,
it is much more complicated than that for anHS(n,k) graph. Also, anHS(n,k) graph
has higher incremental expandability than other topologies. That is, it can connect an
arbitrary number of nodes to implement interconnection networks.

Table 1. Comparison of a hyper-star graphHS(n,k) with a hypercube Qn, a pancake
graph Pn, and a star graphSn.

topology #nodes degree connect. diameter
HS(n,k) (n< 2k) nCk n−k n−k 2(n−k)
HS(n,k) (n= 2k) nCk k= n−k k= n−k 2k−1
HS(n,k) (n> 2k) nCk k k 2k

Qn 2n n n n
Pn n! n−1 n−1 †
Sn n! n−1 n−1 ⌊3(n−1)/2⌋

†: ≤ ⌊5(n+1)/3⌋ from [24]
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For two nodesaaa= (a1,a2, . . . ,an) andbbb= (b1,b2, . . . ,bn) in anHS(n,k) graph, the
distance between themdist(aaa,bbb) is given by∑n

i=2ai ⊕bi where the operator⊕ represents
an exclusive logical-or operation. In addition, letN(aaa) be the neighbor nodes ofaaa. Then,
let Pre(aaa,bbb) = {nnnbbbrrr | nnnbbbrrr ∈ N(aaa),dist(nnnbbbrrr,bbb) = dist(aaa,bbb)−1} andSpr(aaa,bbb) = {nnnbbbrrr |
nnnbbbrrr ∈ N(aaa),dist(nnnbbbrrr,bbb) = dist(aaa,bbb)+1} be the neighbor nodes that are on the shortest
paths fromaaa to bbb and those on the detour paths fromaaa to bbb, respectively.We callPre(aaa,bbb)
andSpr(aaa,bbb) as the preferred neighbor nodes ofaaa to bbb and the spare neighbor nodes ofaaa
to bbb, respectively.

Lemma 1 Let diam(HS(n,k)) be the diameter of anHS(n,k) graph. Then, it is given as
follows:

diam(HS(n,k)) =

 2(n−k) (n< 2k)
2k−1 (n= 2k)
2k (n> 2k)

(Proof) Consider two nodesaaa = (a1,a2, . . . ,an) andbbb = (b1,b2, . . . ,bn) in an HS(n,k).
Then, if n < 2k, the distance between the nodes,dist(aaa,bbb) = ∑n

i=2ai ⊕ bi , is at most
2(n− k). This is attained by, for example,a1 = a2 = · · · = ak = 1, ak+1 = · · · = an = 0,
b1 = 1, b2 = b3 = · · · = bn−k+1 = 0, bn−k+2 = · · · = bn = 1. Hence, the diameter is
2(n−k). From symmetric property, ifn> 2k, the diameter is equal to 2k. If n= 2k, the
distance between the nodes is at mostn−1= 2k−1, and it is attainable by, for example,
a1 = a2 = · · ·= ak = 1, ak+1 = · · ·= an = 0, b1 = b2 = · · ·= bk = 0, bk+1 = · · ·= bn = 1.

Lemma 2 For a nodeaaa = (a1,a2, . . . ,an) in anHS(n,k) graph, the number of neighbor
nodes ofaaa, |N(aaa)|, is equal tok if a1 = 0 while it is equal ton−k if a1 = 1.
(Proof) There arek 1’s in a2, a3, . . . , an if a1 = 0. Hence,|N(aaa)| = k. Otherwise, if
a1 = 1, there are(n−k) 0’s in a2, a3, . . . ,an. Therefore,|N(aaa)|= n−k.

Lemma 3 For two distinct nodesaaa = (a1,a2, . . . ,an) and bbb = (b1,b2, . . . ,bn) in an
HS(n,k) graph, |Pre(aaa,bbb)| = ⌈d/2⌉ and |Spr(aaa,bbb)| = |N(aaa)| − ⌈d/2⌉ where d =
dist(aaa,bbb).
(Proof) If d = ∑n

i=2(ai ⊕bi) is even,a1 = b1 because∑n
i=1(ai ⊕bi) is always even. There-

fore, amongd bits of a2, a3, . . . , an that are different from correspondingb2, b3, . . . ,
bn, d/2 bits are equal to ¯a1. Thus, |Pre(aaa,bbb)| = d/2, and|Spr(aaa,bbb)| = |N(aaa)| − d/2.
On the other hand, ifd is odd, a1 = b̄1. Therefore, amongd bits of a2, a3, . . . ,
an that are different from correspondingb2, b3, . . . , bn, (d + 1)/2 bits are equal to
ā1. Hence,|Pre(aaa,bbb)| = (d + 1)/2 and |Spr(aaa,bbb)| = |N(aaa)| − (d + 1)/2. To recap,
|Pre(aaa,bbb)|= ⌈d/2⌉ and|Spr(aaa,bbb)|= |N(aaa)|−⌈d/2⌉.

3. Routing capabilities and fault-tolerant routing algorithm

For a nodeaaa in an HS(n,k) graphand a distanced (1 ≤ d ≤ diam(HS(n,k))), we
introduce a routing capabilityRd(aaa) (∈ {0,1}). For any non-faulty node which is located
with distanced from the nodeaaa, Rd(aaa) = 1 ensures that a fault-free path of lengthd from
aaa to the node can be established.

Definition 2 For a nodeaaa in an HS(n,k) graphwith a set of faulty nodesF , a routing
capabilityRd(aaa) with respect to a distanced is recursivelydefined as follows:

1. Rd(aaa) = 1 if aaa ̸∈ F , d = 1,
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2. Rd(aaa) = 1 if aaa ̸∈ F , d≥ 2, and for anyJ(⊂N(aaa)) such that|J|= ⌈d/2⌉, there exists
nnnbbbrrr(∈ J) such thatRd−1(nnnbbbrrr) = 1,

3. Rd(aaa) = 0 otherwise.

Note that routing capabilitiesRd(aaa) are defined fromd = 1 tod = diam(HS(n,k)).
Table 2 shows an example of routing capabilities in anHS(6,2) graph with a faulty

node setF = {(0,0,0,0,1,1),(0,1,0,0,1,0),(1,1,0,0,0,0)}. Note that routing capabili-
ties do not monotonically decrease with the distance.

Table 2. Routing capabilitiesRi(aaa) (1≤ i ≤ 4) of a nodeaaa in HS(6,2) with 3 faulty nodes,
which can be identified byR1 = 0.

Nodeaaa R1 R2 R3 R4

(0,0,0,0,1,1) 0 0 0 0
(0,0,0,1,0,1) 1 1 1 1
(0,0,0,1,1,0) 1 1 1 1
(0,0,1,0,0,1) 1 1 1 1
(0,0,1,0,1,0) 1 1 1 1
(0,0,1,1,0,0) 1 1 1 1
(0,1,0,0,0,1) 1 0 0 0
(0,1,0,0,1,0) 0 0 0 0
(0,1,0,1,0,0) 1 0 1 1
(0,1,1,0,0,0) 1 0 1 1
(1,0,0,0,0,1) 1 0 0 0
(1,0,0,0,1,0) 1 0 0 0
(1,0,0,1,0,0) 1 1 1 1
(1,0,1,0,0,0) 1 1 1 1
(1,1,0,0,0,0) 0 0 0 0

If n = 2k, ∑2k−1
d=1 kC⌈d/2⌉ = O(2k) holds. Similarly, ifn is close to 2k, it takes an

exponential time to calculate routing capabilities at each node based on Definition 2.
Hence, we introduce a simple calculation method based on the following lemma.

Lemma 4 In an HS(n,k) graphwith a set of faulty nodesF , for a nodeaaa(̸∈ F) and a
distanced(≥ 2), the following two conditions are equivalent:

1. For anyJ(⊂ N(aaa)) such that|J| = ⌈d/2⌉, there exists a nodennnbbbrrr(∈ J) such that
Rd−1(nnnbbbrrr) = 1.

2. |{nnnbbbrrr | nnnbbbrrr ∈ N(aaa),Rd−1(nnnbbbrrr) = 1}| ≥ |N(aaa)|−⌈d/2⌉+1.

(Proof) Because|J|= ⌈d/2⌉, |N(aaa)\J| = |N(aaa)|− ⌈d/2⌉ holds. Therefore, Condition 2
implies Condition 1. Hence, sufficiency is proved. For necessity, we assume that Condi-
tion 2 does not hold. Then, from|{nnnbbbrrr | nnnbbbrrr ∈ N(aaa),Rd−1(nnnbbbrrr) = 1}| ≤ |N(aaa)|−⌈d/2⌉,
there existsJ(⊂ N(aaa)) such that|J| = ⌈d/2⌉ and{nnnbbbrrr | nnnbbbrrr ∈ N(aaa),Rd−1(nnnbbbrrr) = 1} ⊂
N(aaa)\J. Hence, Condition 1 does not hold, either. Necessity is also proved. The lemma
is proved from the above discussion.

In an HS(n,k) graphwith a set of faulty nodesF , for a non-faulty nodeaaa and a
distanced, from Lemma 4, we can compare∑nnnbbbrrr∈N(aaa)Rd−1(nnnbbbrrr) with |N(aaa)|−⌈d/2⌉+
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1 to judge sufficiency of Condition 2 in Definition 2. Figure 2 shows an algorithm as
ProcedureRCto calculate routing capabilitiesRd(aaa) (1≤ d ≤ diam(HS(n,k))) at a node
aaa. The procedure must be executed insyncat all thenodes.

procedure RC( aaa, F)
begin

for d := 1 to diam(HS(n,k)) do
if aaa∈ F then Rd(aaa) := 0
else if d = 1 then Rd(aaa) := 1
else if ∑nnnbbbrrr∈N(aaa)Rd−1(nnnbbbrrr) >= |N(aaa)|−⌈d/2⌉+1 then Rd(aaa) := 1
else Rd(aaa) := 0

end

Fig. 2. Algorithm to calculate routing capabilities.

Theorem 1 At each node in anHS(n,k) graphwith a set of faulty nodesF , the time
complexity to calculate routing capabilities with respect to all distancesd (1 ≤ d ≤
diam(HS(n,k))) is O(n2).
(Proof) From Lemma 4, to calculate a routing capabilityRd(aaa) with respect to a distance
d(≥ 2) at a nodeaaa, it is necessary to collectRd−1(nnnbbbrrr) from each nodennnbbbrrr in neigh-
bor nodesN(aaa) of aaa and sum up them. This process requiresO(n) time complexity.
Therefore, it takesO(n2) time in total to calculate routing capabilities for all distancesd
(2≤ d ≤ diam(HS(n,k))).

From Theorem 1, it takesO(n2) time to calculate the routing capabilities with respect
to all distances at each node. If all the nodes calculate the routing capabilities insync, the
total time complexity isO(n2).

In anHS(n,k) graphwith a set of faulty nodesF , a fault-tolerant routing algorithm
based on routing capabilities is shown in Figure 3 as ProcedureFTR. A non-faulty node
sssrrrccc can try to send a message to a non-faulty nodedddsssttt by calling this procedure as
FTR(sssrrrccc, dddsssttt, F) . At each intermediate nodecccuuurrr, which holds the message, the
neighbor nodes on the shortest paths fromcccuuurrr to the destination nodedddsssttt are checked
to find the nodennnxxxttt∗ that hasRd−1(nnnxxxttt∗) = 1 and ensures delivery todddsssttt by the shortest
path. If it is found, the message is forwarded to it. Otherwise, the neighbor nodes on the
detour paths are checked to find the nodennnxxxttt∗ that hasRd+1(nnnxxxttt∗) = 1 and ensures de-
livery to dddsssttt by the detour path. If it is found, the message is forwarded to it. Otherwise,
any non-faulty neighbor node on the shortest path is selected to forward the message. Un-
fortunately, there is no non-faulty neighbor node on the shortest paths, a non-faulty node
on the detour path is selected and the message is forwarded to it.

It takes O(n) time to identify the preferred neighbor nodes ofcccuuurrr to dddsssttt
Pre(cccuuurrr,dddsssttt) and the spare neighbor nodes ofcccuuurrr to dddsssttt Spr(cccuuurrr,dddsssttt), and to check
Rd−1(nnnbbbrrr) to find the nodennnxxxttt∗. Note thatalgorithm FTR may cause infinite loops.In
FTR, if the message is forwarded to an intermediate node whose routing capability with
respect to the distance to the destination node is equal to 1, the routing becomes suc-
cessful. Otherwise, if such a node does not exist in the neighbor nodes, the message is
forwarded to a non-faulty node. If the distanced to the destination node is large, the num-
ber of the preferred neighbor nodes is equal to⌈d/2⌉. Hence, ifd is larger, the probability
that a non-faulty node exists in the preferred neighbor nodes is higher, and the message is
forwarded to one of them. However, if the message is close to the destination node, that
is, d is small, the probability that all of the preferred neighbor nodes are faulty becomes
higher. If all of them are faulty,FTRfinds non-faulty nodes in the spare neighbor nodes,
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procedure FTR( cccuuurrr, dddsssttt, F)
begin

d := dist( cccuuurrr, dddsssttt);
if d = 0 then deliver the message to cccuuurrr
else if d = 1 then FTR( dddsssttt, dddsssttt, F)
else if ∃nnnxxxttt∗ ∈ {nnnbbbrrr | nnnbbbrrr ∈ Pre(cccuuurrr,dddsssttt),Rd−1(nnnbbbrrr) = 1} then

FTR(nnnxxxttt∗, dddsssttt, F)
else if ∃nnnxxxttt∗ ∈ {nnnbbbrrr | nnnbbbrrr ∈ Spr(cccuuurrr,dddsssttt),Rd+1(nnnbbbrrr) = 1} then

FTR(nnnxxxttt∗, dddsssttt, F)
else if ∃nnnxxxttt∗ ∈ Pre(cccuuurrr,dddsssttt)\F then FTR( nnnxxxttt∗, dddsssttt, F)
else if ∃nnnxxxttt∗ ∈ Spr(cccuuurrr,dddsssttt)\F then FTR( nnnxxxttt∗, dddsssttt, F)
else error(’delivery failed’)

end

Fig. 3. Fault-tolerant routing algorithm based on routing capabilities.

and forwards the message one of them. In the next step, ifFTR forwards the message to
the previous node again, an infinite loop is formed.

4. Computer experiment

We conducted a computer experiment to evaluate the performance of our algorithm
FTR. Since there is no fault-tolerant routing algorithm for anHS(n,k) graph proposed
so far, we use a simple fault-tolerant routing algorithmSMPshown in Figure 4.In this
section, we give the details of the experiment and its results. Note thatthe algorithmSMP
may also containinfinite loops. The computer experiment was carried out for anHS(n,k)
graph,where(n,k) = (9,2),(9,3),(9,4),(10,2),(10,3),(10,4), and(10,5) changing the
proportionof faulty nodesα from 0.0 to 0.9, and we have measured theproportionof suc-
cessful routings and their path lengths.In general, if the fault-tolerant routing algorithm
increases the proportion of successful routings, the lengths of the paths constructed tend
to be larger. Therefore, it is necessary for us to check thatFTRdoes not cause excessively
long routing paths. This is why we have measured the average path lengths along with
the proportion of successful routings.

procedure SMP( cccuuurrr, dddsssttt, F)
begin

d := dist( cccuuurrr, dddsssttt);
if d = 0 then deliver the message to cccuuurrr
else if ∃nnnxxxttt∗ ∈ Pre(cccuuurrr,dddsssttt)\F then SMP( nnnxxxttt∗, dddsssttt, F)
else if ∃nnnxxxttt∗ ∈ Spr(cccuuurrr,dddsssttt)\F then SMP( nnnxxxttt∗, dddsssttt, F)
else error(’delivery failed’)

end

Fig. 4. A simple fault-tolerant routing algorithm.

Concretely, first, we randomly selected faulty nodes in anHS(n,k) graphwith the
proportionα . Next, we selected the source nodesssrrrccc and the destination nodedddsssttt from
non-faulty nodes. Finally, after checking the connectivity ofsssrrrccc anddddsssttt, we applied the
fault-tolerant routing algorithms. Ifsssrrrccc anddddsssttt are not connected, that is, there is no
fault-free path between them, we started over from the selection of faulty nodes. For each
pair of (n,k) andα , we executed at least 100,000 trials.

Figures 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17 show theproportionsof successful routings by
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algorithmsFTR andSMP. Figures 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 show the average path
lengths byalgorithmsFTR andSMP. For comparison, these figures include the average
lengths of the fault-free shortest paths between the source and destination nodes.
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HS(9,3) graph.
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Fig. 9. Proportionsof successful routings by
algorithmsFTRandSMPin anHS(9,4) graph.
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Fig. 11. Proportionsof successful routings by
algorithmsFTRandSMPin anHS(10,2) graph.
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Fig. 12. Averagepath lengths byalgorithms
FTR andSMPand the fault-free shortest paths
in anHS(10,2) graph.
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Fig. 13. Proportionsof successful routings by
algorithmsFTRandSMPin anHS(10,3) graph.
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Fig. 14. Averagepath lengths byalgorithms
FTR andSMPand the fault-free shortest paths
in anHS(10,3) graph.
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Fig. 15. Proportionsof successful routings by
algorithmsFTRandSMPin anHS(10,4) graph.
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FTR andSMPand the fault-free shortest paths
in anHS(10,4) graph.

To verify thatthe algorithm FTR is more effective thanthe algorithm SMP, we con-
ducted a Wilcoxon rank-sum test on the successful routingproportionsand the average
path lengths obtained by the experiment. Table 3 shows the resultswhere the p value
represents the probability that a test statistic, the same as or more extreme than the ob-
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Fig. 17. Proportionsof successful routings by
algorithmsFTRandSMPin anHS(10,5) graph.
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Fig. 18. Average path lengths by algorithms
FTR andSMPand the fault-free shortest paths
in anHS(10,5) graph.

served value W, is observed under the null hypothesis. The W value is defined as the sum
of ranks of the successful routings or the average path lengths byFTR among the corre-
sponding values byFTRandSMPin this experiment. For example, in anHS(9,2) graph,
we changed the numbers of faulty nodes from 0 to 32 in the experiment, and measured
the proportionof successful routingsor the average path lengths for each of the faulty
node numbers. In the test, we compared the results bythe algorithmsFTR andSMPby
using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, where theproportionof successful routingsor the av-
erage path lengths for each number of faulty nodes were used as samples. From Table
3, we can seea significant difference between theproportionsof successful routings by
the algorithmsFTRandSMPin HS(9,2) andHS(10,2) graphs. On the other hand, there
was no significant difference between the average path lengths bythe algorithmsFTRand
SMP.

Table 3. Results of a Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Wilcoxon rank-sum test (FTRvs SMP)
HS #nodes #observations Succ. routingprops. Average path lengths

(#faulty nodes) W value p value W value p value
(9,2) 36 33(0,1, . . . ,32) 1272 0.03∗ 1208 0.19
(9,3) 84 38(0,2, . . . ,74) 1575 0.24 1590.5 0.19
(9,4) 126 24(0,5, . . . ,115) 620 0.51 638 0.30
(10,2) 45 41(0,1, . . . ,40) 1949.5 0.02∗ 1854.5 0.16
(10,3) 120 55(0,2, . . . ,108) 3260 0.21 3305.5 0.13
(10,4) 210 39(0,5, . . . ,190) 1614 0.46 1665 0.21
(10,5) 252 24(0,10, . . . ,230) 612 0.62 636 0.32

Based on thisstatistical analysis, we can say thatthe algorithmFTRperformsbetter
than the algorithm SMP, with a small amount of additional cost,especially when the
degrees of nodes are relatively unbalanced. When theproportionof faulty nodes becomes
higher, it becomes more difficult to find a pair of the source and destination nodes that are
non-faulty and connected. Thus, the found pairs become closer and closer. Eventually, the
proportionof successful routings becomes higherasthe additional cost becomes lower.
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5. Conclusions and futureresearch

In this paper, we have introduced the concept of routing capabilities in a hyper-star
graphHS(n,k) and proposed a fault-tolerant routing algorithm. We have proved that the
time complexity to calculate routing capabilities with respect to all the distances at each
node isO(n2). In addition, we have conducted a computer experiment to verify that our
algorithm attainsahigh reachability to the destination nodes.

In the future research, we suggest incorporatinga stochastic framework into our
method.
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